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This degree work aims to tell a story about the force of fashion. 
Through forced material interactions on body the focus of this 
study is interaction. Interaction between contrasting materials, 
body and space and/or catwalk and audience. By forcing ma-
terials to act and interact on body this work aims to find new 
expressions and ways of making in fashion.

To tell this story a design space was made, ‘Wonderland’, a place 
where all the ‘Wonder Women’ live. These ‘Wonder Women' are 
like sisters, different from the other. The resemblance lies in the 
interaction and forceful expression. 

This collection is the result of a thorough material investigation 
resulting in a lineup of seven looks. Each made in different tech-
niques, the possibilities within this study are endless.

This work proposes to all within the fashion field to not be 
afraid, to step away from the season-hysteria and do what you 
want. Tell that story, and may the force be with you. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Where is the force in fashion 2016?  
Force as interaction is a vital element in the field of 
fashion. 

Design is to create conversation that did not exist be-
fore. (Mäkelä, 2007)

Interaction is a kind of action that occurs as two or 
more objects have an effect upon one another. The 
idea of a two-way effect is essential in the concept of 
interaction. /Wikipedia

With this said, all designers within the field of fashion 
work with interaction. The ways to interact are end-
less. However it is still possible to categorise the inter-
actions in today's fashion. 

Padding
Stuffing, interlocking, to fill one material with anoth-
er. Often used to create volume or to achieve func-
tion such as insulation. In Rei Kawakubo's collection 
SS97 (Fig.1) mesh tops was padded with morphed 
body shapes. Which creates an interaction of the two, 
or more. In relation to the body, an interesting way 
of showing an interaction. The padding told a story 
about a woman's burden. An interaction that takes 
action. Storytelling fashion are interacting with both  
wearer and audience, politics and society. An at most 
relevant reference to this work. The forceful expres-
sion of this technique expresses the different qualities 
of used materials, filling and surface.

Trimmings
Interaction with trimmings or for example ribbons, 
bows or other embellishments are often used to create 
new expressions in fashion. Craig Green's collection 
FW16 (Fig. 2) is a successful example of how trim-
ming can be used as an interaction to find new expres-
sions in mens wear. Fabric ribbons are used to decon-
struct the garment.

Bonding
By bonding different materials or structures and use 
them as one can be a helpful method to create shape. 
In J. W. Anderson's collection SS14 (Fig. 3) the inter-
action of two materials are essential for the shape.
Materials are bonded and by forcing them together, 
hence, a shape is created. The different amount of ma-
terials helps to show of the contrast in structure.

Surface
To work with contrasting materials, where one be-
comes the “canvas” and the other one reinforces the 
shape. This often affect the surface and is a common 
way to create sculptural shapes. Claudia Li’s collection 
AW 2014 (Fig.4) focus on the  interaction of textile 
materials, whereas one becomes the “canvas” and the 
other will work as reinforcement and build the shape 
by adding bodiness to the material. The interaction is 
made by Tufting technique, forcing thread to interact 
with fabric.

Shapewear
Garments which construction aims to shape the body 
and make it fit into the ideal of the time. A body gar-
ment interaction that follows from 15th century up 
and to today, however the extreme construction seen  
in history are less used nowadays and the fishbone 
corsets are replaced with jersey spanx in power mesh. 

Many make shape
Multiplying shapes to create volume, an interaction 
technique where the designer creates an object or a 
small shape that on its own would not affect or create 
a new silhouette on the body but  when multiplied and 
linked to one and another being able to create new 
shapes. Fig 5, Jean-Charles de Castelbajac AW 88 Ted-
dy Bear coat.

Interaction when abstracted:

Body and Material, Performative Art
Body interacting with a material within a certain space. 
Presented as performance, to stress how movement 
effect the shape of both body and material, hence the 
importance of tension in this interaction.  Duo Lucy 
McRae and Bart Hess have made several studies on how 
body interact with material and how this may lead to 
new expressions and suggest new materials in fashion. 
Fig. 6, Liquefied 2012. 

Interacting Fields, Art and Fashion
Fashion designer Henrik Vibskov and artist Andreas 
Emenius created this virtual world of Fringes where they 
were allowed to explore the illusion in surface and value 
of movement all based on this fringed universe. Fig.7.

Dressing Characters
When using virtual worlds the creation of characters 
are common. Then the design is based on what these 
characters would wear and their specific personalities. 
Fig. 9

Fig.4

Fig. 6 Fig. 8Fig. 5

Fig. 9

Fig. 3Fig.1

Virtual Worlds
Using virtual worlds as a way to create a design space 
where one can be free and take decision based on the 
environment in this virtual world. In AW10 designer 
Ann Sofie Back based her collection on her Second Life 
character, a female stripper. Together they went to fash-
ion shows online and the collection resembled in tuft-
ed tulle dresses, faded denim and distressed boucle and 
stitches. Fig. 8.

Storytelling, Interacting with the audience
Alexander McQueen known and praised story-teller in 
the fashion world. Working with 'extreme' themes Mc-
Queen once said "I don't want to do a cocktail party. I'd 
rather people left my shows and vomited" in Time Out 
(1997). This unfairness lead to numerous provoking col-
lections such as the "Gold Shower" of AW98 to the show 
of AW02 staged in the Conciergerie, Paris jail known for 
keeping Marie Antoinette. The collection showed a mix 
of bizarre Little Riding Hood looks to erotic lace dress-
es held up with corsets and leather harnesses. Models 
walking the runway holding wolves in chains and pris-
on guards, everywhere the audience was terrified. Fig.10
 

Fig. 2

Fig. 7
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Fig. 10

AIM 
TO FIND NEW EXPRESSIONS IN DRESSING BY INVESTIGATE THE FORCE IN 
FASHION THOUGH FORCED MATERIAL INTERACTIONS ON BODY.

2.2 MOTIVE AND IDEA DISCUSSION
The common way for designers to work with interac-
tions is to put main focus on the expression and not 
interaction as a method to create shape or unexpected 
expressions. Using interaction as a decorative tech-
nique to create something beautiful rather than tes-
ting the limits of interaction to find new expressions. 
When using interaction as a decorative technique, de-
signers often has a predefined image of what the crea-
tion should look like when it is finished. This does not 
encounter innovative shapes and unexpectedness.

This work will look at action and interaction in both 
an abstract way with body interacting the shape and 
surface manipulation with the aim to find the action 
in fashion. This work also aims to put fashion in a po-
litical arena in order to start conversations that did 
not take place before. Conversations about the female 
wardrobe, using the action in fashion to make room 
for these conversations.

With this said, fashion should not only be about sur-
face, to create an impression that stays with you, that 
do not fades next season, fashion needs to affect the 
audience also on an emotional level. 

To reach this non fading impression we must question 
the predetermined frames of beauty. The significance 
of this work is to deepen our view on fashion by step-
ping away from this surface focused way we consume 
fashion today. Hence, it is of great importance for all 
designers in the fashion field to affect the audience, 
to create reactions and desire. Something mentioned 
designers, from the introdutcion, maneuver superbly, 
however this must-have desire is not the only or hig-
hest purpose with fashion, nor this work. 

Significance of the work, material interactions often 
affect the surface and not the shape as method, as in 
Li (Fig.4) and Green’s (Fig.2) work. Anderson's (Fig.3) 
technique of bonded materials has a more direct effect 
of the shape, as well does Kawakubo's (Fig.1) padding 
technique. However I believe it was only the aim for 
the later mentioned to do so, and that’s where my in-
terest lays. To use ‘interaction’ not only in a decorative 
or surface manipulating way. (GAP) Kawakubo also 
succeeds in putting fashion into a broader context, 
this gives her work value in multiple arenas. 

We must look further, exercise fashion from different 
angles to discuss the capacity of fashion through ac-
tion. 

When we use the action in fashion to provoke, discuss 
and question our time we are aiming to reach an expe-
rience that stays, this is the significance of this work.
 
"[T]oday, fashion creatives just don’t seem to be 
pulling from these kinds of personal stories, 
neither at the shows nor in the pages of magazines. 
Collections are hailed for having great “pieces,” but 
if this becomes the focus, it leaves the rest of fa-
shion’s creative ecosystem starving and unbalanced."   
Debra Scherer, Vouge veteran. (Morton, 2012)

2.1
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3. METHOD 
This project focuses on the act of seeing as a way to 
interpret and understand the action in garments as 
well as actions in fashion as a phenomenon. As Schön 
(1983) describes it “[w]hen a practitioner sees a new 
situation as some element of his repertoire, he gets a 
new way of seeing it and a new possibility for action in 
it, but the adequacy and utility of his new view must 
still be discovered in action.” (The Reflective Practi-
tioner How Professionals Think in Action, Donald A. 
Schön 1983.)

On the other hand, seeing is not enough, experimen-
ting is of great importance. To avoid being lead by 
preconceptions and personal taste as well as a tool 
to keep up the speed the philosophy of “knowing by 
making” is crucial to this work. “In conventional re-
search, making is generally regarded as consequent to 
thinking – at least in theory. Thus, a series of experi-
ments, for example, are carried out in order to test a 
certain assumption, i.e. to solve a problem or answer a 
question.”(Mäkelä, 2007)
 
The knowledge gained from working within the 
methods mentioned by Schön and Mäkelä will func-
tion as  constraints (framework) for the study. This 
constraints can be developed into a design space, as 
mentioned by B. Westerlund (2005), “The design spa-
ce is a representation of all possible solutions and here 
the design space provides a conceptual tool represen-
ting what the design work is all about. It serves as so-
mething to aim one's intention at during the whole 
design process.”. 

These constraints are vital for the design process to 
keep the designer on point, and for the designer to 
understand the borders within the design space. 

The context inside the design space can function as a 
virtual world, and its making can help deepen the pro-
cess of taking decisions, according to Schön (1983). 

When working for a client the client's wishes and 
demands would partly conduct this world, however 
creating your Virtual World could also be totally ba-
sed on the designers interest. Storytelling designers as 
Alexander McQueen often created a world based on a 
certain research or on the context in which the work 
would be exhibited. 

“[T]he [idea of the] show came and then the clothes" 
Sam Gainsbury (Fury, 2015), creative director and 
producer who worked with McQueen from 1994 to 
2010. 

By telling a story about the virtual world of the design 
space the artefact gets its own voice, which is a crucial 
task for the designer working in practice-led research 
(Mäkelä, 2007). 

In 'Artistic Development in fashion Design' (2010)
Thornquist suggests the method of designing Alter 
Ego's to dress and design for as one way to build your 
design space. Using the Alter ego and its world as a 
frame (design space) for decisions on form and ma-
terials. 

This way of making gives the well needed opportunity 
and space to tell a story through fashion. It also con-
firm what Mäkele is suggesting “[T]hat an artefact can 
embody a greater range of roles”… “it can also be seen 
as a method of collecting and preserving information 
and understanding. Thus, the process of making and 
its products are strongly connected with the source 
of knowledge. In this sense, we are facing the idea of 
knowing through making.” (Mäkelä, 2007)

According to the french philosopher Roland Barthes 
fashion as narrative comes before the object (1967) a 
conclusion he got from analysing fashion journals of 
his time. "By becoming the subject of magazines-- and 
to the present day, (almost) every debate with it is as-
sociated with this medium--clothing fashion develops 
from a 'reality' into a code and is thus translated into 
the mode of the written sign." By this Barthes aims 
to the conclusion that in our time the picture has re-
placed the written word as means for communication, 
and is now the subject.
 
Fig. 11, Nathalie Djurbergs exhibition 'The Expe-
riment (2009), where the artist portrayed a virtual 
world that at first glance is a beautiful and peaceful 
place, but when the audience interact within the space 
and take part of the stop-motion movie clip a far more 
obscene reality meets the eye. 

This underlines the value of seeing, but also the 
viewers perception abilities. As in the story of Don 
Quixote where the perception of Mr. Alonso Quixano 
(the main character) plays an vital role in his decision 
to undo all the wrongs and bring justice to the world.  
(Cervantes, 2005)

Fig. 11
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1.

2.

3.
4.

1. The Gala dress, What is happening?
2. Illustrate the action in a material interaction
3. Translate into a outfit
4. Try different materials, 3d sketching
5. Develop in photoshop, put into line-up 
7. Finalise, fit and tune

3.1 DESIGN METHOD
The method used in this work is based on seeing, and 
studying archetypical outfits and textile interactions 
within female dressing and being. The intention is to 
experiment with a variety of methods to capsule the 
force within each interaction. To capsule the actual 
action the time spent tuning and refining each ex-
ample needs to be limited, to not loose the directness 
in the action. Therefore speed is an important element 
in this process, one will need to work fast in the be-
ginning to reach a range of examples to later choose 
from. 

When developing each action the change of colour 
and material is an important tool, as well as change of 
scale and graphic elements. 

To do this the examples will be sketch on in both 3d 
and in Photoshop.  Working in Photoshop alongside 
with 3d sketching is a fast and direct way to test ide-
as. When developing the aim is to investigate where 
there is most tension and dynamic expression in each 
action, as well as the ensemble as a unit.

Fig 12,Example of how the method may serve, step by 
step:

FINAL

5.

6.
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A decision to work with the whole lineup simulta-
neously was made all from the beginning and this af-
fected the process throughout the work. This means 
that as soon as an Action has been translated into a 
real life 3d sketch it is placed in the lineup and tu-
ned to find its place in the group. In this way one can 
work with the ensemble simultaneously and test how 
different materials, colours and silhouettes affects the 
ensemble. By changing the color or size of an example 
one can reach new level of dynamic in the overall ex-
pression. 

It is also a way to make sure that all examples stays in 
the intended mood and by updating the lineup conti-
nuously the unknown outcomes and “is this what they 
look like together”-experience is limited. 

Another important decision made was to create a 
design space, also called virtual world in the Method 
section in this essay. 

The creation of this world came organically, starting 
out building characters who would want to express the 
focus in this work, Action and later on becoming its 
own universe of heroines demanding you to interact. 

Each character has her own slogan that describes her 
attraction, power and philosophy. The slogan is also 
an command from her to the audience to follow her 
lead and let her interact and be a part of their expe-
rience. 

“One key asset of the design space conceptual tool is 
its focus on the whole future product in its context of 
use. This helps to show that all aspects are important 
right from the beginning. The form and other aesthet-
ical aspects shall not wait until the end [12].” 
Westerlund, Bo (2005)

Pink circles marks important decision making, design 
rational.

Fig.13 First lineup an attempt to simulate what Action could be on the body. It is still hard to imagine the pro-
posed silhouettes since some of them are just drawn.

Fig.14 Line up from Fitting 18/3. Colours and details added in Photoshop. 

Fig.15 Consisting of seven outfits the ensemble is now complete. ex.2 have been developed into a suit-like 
silhouette to repeat the concept in ex.6. To bring in more colour ex.3 have been sketch with a blue turtleneck 
which will be repeated as a bodysuit in ex.4. Ex.5 is new, the heavy silhouette adds weight to the collection plus 
a lightweight partner to the bedding dress (ex.3.). Ex.6 is now symmetrical and trousers in the same technique 
are added. ex. 7 is realised in the right materials.

Fig.16 50% Lineup. The colours have been developed and the overall expression breaths power and action. 
What is obvious is that the suit stands out from the group and need to be tuned to find its place. The print ad-
ded on the body in ex.5 is an successful addition which captures the world of these heroines, add more. 
Overall the colours could still be exaggerated to further enhance the action of the ensemble.

Fig.17 Testing a new palette. Swapping the order in the ensemble to find the best dynamic and make sure the 
two silhouettes does not compete for the attention.

3.2 DESIGN RATIONALE and DEVELOPMENT
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Fig.18 Tuning the saturation in ex.1,2,4 and 7. Ex.4 now works much better in the ensemble, due to the change 
in colour the attitude in this look speaks much clearer and the contrast communicates better with the others. 
The print in ex.6 now stands out as soft and vacuous.

Fig.19 What if monochrome-ich? Would a few selected colours give a stronger expression?  

Fig.20 Developed colour and materials, now sketch the effect of styling as element to connect examples to 
each other. 

100% 

Fig.21 Attempt to make ex.4 and 5 to connect through colour. Since no material or structure beside the see 
through plastic are repeated in the collection colour is an important tool when tuning the lineup to come to-
gether. The most important tools are of course form and expression, which are in main focus when developing 
the lineup.

Fig.22 Line up for 100% Seminar, sketch in Photoshop

Fig.23 Line up for 100% Seminar, in real life. In terms of colour the line up would benefit from additional co-
lour in ex.6.  In shape ex.7 can be improved by adding a upper body volume in the same technique as the chaps. 
Ex.4 stands out in the lineup do to the fact that this look is much more abstract than the others, and the aim to 
make an abstract version of a superhero cape does not come through, this leads to a confusion in the story. The 
monofilament top in ex.2 has a strong look that now might be to hidden to be appreciated. 
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Wonder Women takes Action
-using Force of Fashion as her weapon

Invisible Made Visible
Using her shield to make her way through everyday life. Immune to external forces, looking beau-
tiful, being unbreakable. Wrapped up and ready to beat your ass. Gala dress finally comes to use. 

Action in (out of) order
Women eliminating the hierarchies in dressing. What's first? She comes first and she decides!
Breaking the chain in dressing, showing of what is underneath! using "shape wear" to conduct the 
garment and not the body! The force is in the right place, and she is free! 
 
T-shirt/Room
Through fashion she link herself to the room and she is now everywhere. All. Making the room 
follow her lead, she is the captain.

Stripe, Own Your Space
This woman owns the room. Through the force of stripes she claims the space and take over. Now 
she is all over and no one one can escape, her presence matters. 

Tick Tack
This woman is a bomb, her weapon is dynamite and she not afraid to use it! Don't be mislead by 
her... body.

Mother Earth
Based on Maria Friberg’s series ”Almost There” revolving around themes of power, masculinity 
and man’s relationship to nature. Mother Earth, carries a heavy load. 

Jacket, the hidden Force
Classic Menswear vibes power and authority. ”Behind every powerful man”, in all great there is 
a hidden construction/worker/woman. Now the table turns, stitch and construction is important, 
the female take over and stitch is now more important than surface. Male jacket gets more feminine 
—> Unisex. Action calls for minimisation of male egos and the DNA of jacket. Hierarchies are 
changes forever. So, women, dress for the job you want to have not the one you have, 
dress as men!
 
Star Force
Find her strength in the power of placement. BOOM she is here BOOM she entered the room 
BOOM she is a BOMB, and you will follow her every move! 

Fig. 24
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3.2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF FORCE, Material research and experimentation
FORCE IN LINKING

ACT AND RE-ACT ON BODY,    THE POWER IN PLACEMENT

ACT AND RE-ACT

FORCE IN FORCING

ACTION IN PADDING

Fig.25 A-C. Stills from performance where the the performer links herself to the room by pulling strings at-
tached to her body. When she wears the whole space theese strings absorbes and expresses her movement.

Fig.28 A-C. One element is acting and the other one expresses this action. Depending on contrast in materials 
the expression varies. 

Fig. 29 A-D. When placed on the body the bodyshape also affects the structure and placement of action is im-
portant in for both exepression and shape.

Fig.30 A-C. Padding experiements. 

Fig.26 A-C. By forcing two different characters together the structures are forced to interact. The idea of using the metall 
clamps came from the action in stapling documents together. Here the clamps are both in its original size and  scaled up.

1716



In movement. The shape shows a variety of expressions and forms. The striped t-shirt worn underneath creates 
a bridge from form to wearer. When put on top this striped t-shirt the overall impression in the look more wea-
rable and the recognisability in the t-shirt increases do to the framing that happens against the under pattern 
in the undergarment.

Comments from fitting,  

Here changes on the T-shirt where made and the distortion are now controlled and the action is centered where 
it was intended. 

Fitting 18/3

The weight of the skirt affects the shape in the t-shirt, as a result of this the arms are misshaped and needs to  in 
another construction. The hole of the arm stretches out and gets a weird shape, and since this is not the goal, to 
completely distort the t-shirt this need development.

1918

This example showcase the interaction of the down cover and women's body, the body the room. How one can 
enter a space and own it, be it and link one's body to it. 
By using these metal clams the link is not static and will move as you interact in the space. This stresses the im-
portance of dynamic movement in this look, if e.g. the cover would be stitched on to the t-shirt the directness 
in the translation of movement would be lost. 

The attachtment of the clams enhances the forced action in this interaction. The wrinkles are expresses the 
force of the  weight in the skirt in a traditional heavy skirt. Seen in wedding dresses for examlpe.

3.2.4 FORCE IN LINKING
T-shirt/Room
Through fashion she link herself to the room and she is now everywhere. All. Making the room follow her 
lead, she is the captain.



On its own this look come across as strong, however in the crowd the whiteness fades the impression. This 
insight lead to the descision to add colour and structure in the cover, skirt.  
Research on bedding follows:

L: Classic bedding theme in 60's palette and flower print. 
C: Hotell sheets, satin striped white on white. Rule out due to the affect on the quilt, which need to be in fo-
cus and weft lines would distract the eye and the direction in the draping. 
R: Traditional cover. 

Examples of superhero bedding and naiv bright childish prints.

Prints based on the research on bedding. Starprint in ex.3 is perfect to the aesthetic theme of this collection. 
However the print effect is a disruption and interferes with the drapings.

Due to the affect on form, the print can visually flatten the silhuette, decsion was made to focus on colour and 
structure. 

Final material! Transparent Kristoph in top layer and white sheet material in bottom layer. 
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This action puts focus on stripe as a 3d shape. Graphic element translated to a shape that moves from body to 
room and studying the force in its being. Stripe being forced on to body by metall clams, in contrast to being 
an embedded pattern. The clamps is placed to create tension between body and shape. This situated force al-
lows the stripes to fall from the body, to a point where it finds a new anchor point. The stripe is moving on and 
around the body, framing it from different angles. The aim with this study is to frame the body from different 
angles, so that when in movement a dynamic body-shape-space interaction occurs.

Stripe, Own Your Space
This woman owns the room. Through the force of stripes she claims the space and take over. Now she is 
all over and no one one can escape, her presence matters. 

Stills from movie. Material moving from Body to Room. Movement directs the stripe to act on the body and sometimes the heavy graphic pattern turns into a thin line, or a contrasting surface against a body part.

3.2.5 FORCE IN FORCING

22 23

Key moments! The clamps forces without creating tension horizontally. Framing occurs when body interacts 
with stripe.



Sketching with colours, to test where is the strongest expression an action? 

What if another material? 

24

Final
This look did not have a place in the final lineup. In this final 
piece the action did not speach as clear as in the other ones, 
and the final material did not interact around the body as 
intended. 
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First test of inverted dominance, the construction bearing stitch is visible.

Traditional Tailoring techniques: a range of hand stitching techniques are applied in the under construction. 
This is vital for the classic menswear jacket and bears the form. All stitching is made by hand. Each line has 
purpose,  each stitch creates force.

3.2.6 ACT AND RE-ACT

26

Fitting 18/3

In early version one side is bonded rami and wool crepe with oversize stitches that are placed just as in a tradi-
tional jacket (bildreferens). To create assymetry the other side is left without the bonded inside or heavy stitches. 
This unbalance creates a confusion in what action this look is arguing and will in next version be left out. 

Left, shorter.  

Sketching in Photoshop. On the right an example of power in just cutting.
27

 Right, Longer. Now the shape collapses.

Jacket, the inverted dominance 
Classic Menswear vibes power and authority. ”Behind every powerful man”, in all great there is a hidden 
construction/worker/woman. Now the table turns, stitch and construction is important, the female take 
over and stitch is now more important than surface. Male jacket gets more feminine —> Unisex. Action 
calls for minimisation of male egos and the DNA of jacket. Hierarchies are changes forever. So, women, 
dress for the job you want to have not the one you have, dress as men!



Process, construction

Left, at 50% seminar presented in grey colour crepe material and plain trousers. As seen in the lineup develop-
ment this look disappeared in the crowd and at the same time stood out as plain and not expressing the force 
within. Decisions was taken to tune the contrast in colour and structure. Fringes was added to connect with 
the graphic theme.

Trousers was made in the same technique as jacket. The waistband is abstracted into only loops and ribbon, as 
the source of force in this part of the garment.

Final material and shape. 
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Force
Looking back in history this kind of garment was made with great craftsmanship and the corset was something 
you wanted show of. It was not shown of as top layer in the outfit, but its presence on the body was very clear. 
In contrast to modern shapewear where it is of great importance to hide this garment, and the forced effect is 
more natural.  

So, when looking into shapewear it still has a great amount of force interlocked. But the force also lies in the 
order in hierarchies, it is classified as underwear and should not be shown of. 

Early toile of the shape, the force is subtracted. Power mesh replaced by woven material and the wire is cut out. 
This lets the body form the shape and female features are not held in.

Absence of Action
Women eliminating the force in ”shape-wear” using her body and female features to change the form in 
which she is placed. She takes action to change the standards and stereotypes. 

3.2.7 THE FORCE IN ABSENCE

The effect of pleather material is successful in structure, however the shape collapses and will need some changes. 
 
Also, this pieces does not make an outfit, what to wear under? or over? See development in lineup sketches in 
previous section. 3d development follows.

This effect!
Exaggerate and scale it up!

Fitting 18/3
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Trying different kinds of garments under and over this shape, the aim to find an interesting interaction.
Left side the example collapses.

Different examples on how this interaction could look. Marked ex, strong force.

On left side the example is interaction with the body and underlines the force in female features in relation to 
garment. Interesting result, although the expression is very subtle.

On the right a velvet fabric is used to simulate a garment to wear underneath. When the fabric is allowed to 
interact in the shape the force is much more present and the hierarchies in dressing a being tackled.
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Material study on interaction with shape. Here a drapey polyester material. The heavy drape is an interesting 
contrast to the sharp shapewear.  

3d mesh, builds volume and creates a bulky silhouette. In terms of expressing force its success, however it is 
not at all a connection to changes in hierarchies. 3d mesh is not a material most people would find in their 
wardrobe, and this abstracts the shape interaction to much.

Developed draping from fig.00. Works around the body and expresses both force and action.
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Finalised shape, collar in jacket style added to stress the reference in hierarchies. 

Here with two piece suit underneath, might be clearer way to communicate the aim for this example. However 
the when the body is shown of the overall expression in this look is stronger and more comfortable.
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2.0 THIS TIME, PANTIES BECOMES OUTIES.

Panties on top of trousers to test this reversed order. 

This could be developed further, with upscaled trousers or in the same way as previous example where the 
garment that loses its top layer authority are a abstracted into a fabric sketch of its old being. 
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FINAL

Invisible Made Visible
Using her shield to make her way though everyday life. Immune to external forces, looking beautiful, being 
unbreakable. Wrapped up and ready to beat your ass. Gala dress finally comes to use. 
 

Early toile.

3.2.8 ACT AND RE-ACT

Step-by-step for this look, 
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Fitting 18/3

Material and detail samples, Barbie wrapping in bright colours.

The silhouette is balanced and works well around the body. Dress construction helps the exaggerates the force 
moving from front and pushing backwards. The gloves give the look a gala-vibe, and they clarify the lacings 
placement.



The shape and silhouette works well when standing still, however at this time it is almost impossible to walk or 
move when wrapped up. Construction of wrapping needs development, keep the expression of force but not 
the actual force.

Bow details should be developed and pushed to its limit, BIG!

Force is achieved!
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Wrapping construction developed and made in two layer vinyl and acryl plastic and the construction does not 
limit the wearers ability to move. 

Colour development, from lineup development.    
 

Final tuning: 
Bow would benefit from change in scale and 
increased sharpness. 

Material tests, 
Dress material bonded to 
the outer shell. To abstract.
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Exploading pearlnecklace 

3.2.9 THE POWER IN PLACEMENT

The power in placement of broches or pearl necklaces. 

Tick Tack
This woman is a bomb, her weapon is dynamite and she not afraid to use it! Don't be mislead by her... body.
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Fig. 30



To show of the idea theese details should not be hidden underneath another garment.

As an attempt to cover the whole body collages and sketches was made, 
this was also a good way to make a calculation on the amount of pearls 
needed. 

Early sample stylied with trousers. Worn with suit, this piece is hidden and the insight that it would benefit from being a look on its own was stated. 
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Development of pearl bomb, with exploding pearl necklaces. Pearl Explosions embroidered on monofilament explosion cloud. 

Result, pearls exploding around the body. 

During Final Presentation  the range of expressions in this collection was discussed and the importance of keeping all looks se-
parated and unique, different, made it clear that this look and "Invisible made Visible" was to much alike. By reworking this look 
without the cloud fabric a more individual expression is reached. 
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Patagonia jersey material stitched on the 2:2 Wool rib. Patagonia yarn is heat sensitive and shrinks when heated 
or steamed, the action of shrinking creates a drape that could be to make shape and as construction. 

Star/Force
Find her strength in the power of placement. BOOM she is here BOOM she entered the room BOOM she is 
a BOMB, and you will follow her every move! 

This action is an abstraction of traditional gathering techniques with the additional factor of shape in the 
gathering area. The choice to use stars is both to express action as well as to push the outcome of the action to 
something that can not be sketched controlled in beforehand. This stresses the value of experiential (knowing 
through making) studies, where each test leads to new insights in how to achieve most effect through this 
technique.

Placement of these shrinking areas needs to be developed. To create most tension and draping between the 
stars it is important to incorporate the body and the moving body in this development.

3.2.9---2.0 THE POWER IN PLACEMENT, REACTION OF HEAT SENSITVIE YARN 

Blue ”Action Star” in Patagonia yarn knitted with intarsia technique, white area modal/viscose yarn. Fig 00, 
before steamed. Fig 00, after steamed. The star gets completely distorted after shrinking, and in this case to 
abstract to be recognizable. 

Pattern of Star Force.

what happened? BOOM
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Fitting 18/3
1. 2.

Asymmetry, adding length on one side. 
The asymmetry became symmetrical here.

Starting point.

Prototype developed after fitting. The different structures in the panels helps to create further tension and 
interaction. A fold is created to give volume and a comic-book graphic shadow. 

3.

More volume! Adding length + layers 

 A Star is being born, in the knitting lab. 
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 Layers, strong and successful interaction. / The train is way too long and invalidate the power in this look.

In movement. 

50%
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Final, three panels in different compositions of viscose and silk. Intarsia knitted stars combined with stitched on starts. 
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In this example the action is achieved by padding. Interaction occurs when pvc chaps gets inflated with 
water. In this example some of the padded areas are opened and able to spread the water when in motion. 

In many cultures women are still responsible of carrying to their families. A heavy duty that takes up most of 
their time. As in Kawakubo's collection Fig.00 female action and burdens creates shape on the body does this 
padding express the weight of the water load. Hanging from hips the waist is the female supporting construction.

Print on body. To underline the femininity in this look prints were used to put focus on the female attributes. 
To tell a story about consciousness of being a woman in charge. Right, material sample. Pvc padded with water, 
and miniatyr babies.

Mother Earth
Based on Maria Friberg’s series ”Almost There” revolving around themes of power, masculinity and 
man’s relationship to nature. Mother Earth, carries a heavy load. (fig.00)

3.2.10 ACTION OF PADDING

Fig.31
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Material test.



Toile, one side (pink dart) with wide pockets that allows the water to leak and interact in the space. Force 
moving from garment to room. The opposite side the pockets are constructed so that a seep of water may occur, 
but the most would remain as padding (green dart).
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Test with pvc padded with water and soap.

The body worn underneath the chaps in p.50 was considered adding to much of a swimsuit vibe to this look. 
Decisions was made to expand the amount of padding, with some non-leaking padds. A padded jacket was 
added with a long sleved body in contrasting color to get a fuller look.  

At the 50% seminare (see line upp on P.11 Fig.23) the collection was still too subtle in terms of colour, as an 
attempt to add colour in this look tests with blue soap padding was made. The outcome was promising up and 
to the end, when the soap impact in the welded seam was discovered. The seams melted and could no longer 
hold the construction. 

The limits in the material was pushed to its maximum and the collapse was a fact. This technique could not 
carry   the weight of the padded water.  
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When in motion. The water explodes and and interacts in the space. How to increase this effect?
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To increase the effect of water exploating out in the room this SuperHero -Cape 
was added. With arms constructed as chaps the cape stays in place and the wa-
ter can escape when in motion.  Left, Cat Woman with superhero Cape. Right, 
First sketch on plastis superhero-cape.

Development of water padded Hero-Cape.

Fig. 33 Almost there (05) Maria Friberg
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4.1 RESULT
 
A whole new world. This study on force resulted in 
seven outfits, each different from one and another 
they roar of power! As sisters they are alike and at the 
same time completely different. Developed from the 
findings on force in fashion the force is present in all 
of them. This study shows how different can be alike. 

Since each example were made in different materi-
als and techniques the material investigation is main 
focus in this work. Searching for new expressions all 
kinds of materials has been studied. One outcome of 
this study is the potential in heat sensitive yarn and 
how the motive form affect the outcome of the dra-

pe, which leads to uncontrolled garment constructing 
and draping. 

This study also discusses the power of storytelling as 
one way to use the force in fashion to interact with 
the  viewer.  Each look represent one ‘Wonder Woman 
that takes Action -using Force of Fashion as her wea-
pon’ , by using recognizable elements or provoking 
silhouettes to trigger a reaction in the viewer. 

The use of recognizable elements was  important  for 
this work to show what action is being studied. For 
example, The bedding-dress forced together with a 
t-shirt by scaled up clamps are three object most pe-
ople could relate to. 

Line up

When a example got to abstract and the recognizabi-
lity disappeared, as in ‘the force of stripe’, it was quite 
hard to tune it back into the spot on level. Therefore  
speed and the method to alternate between different 
examples is important to keep from overworking and 
over-refine examples. 

Another way of telling this story and connecting these 
characters are through colour and aesthetic elements, 
these were used to join forces in the ensemble. 

By working with all examples simultaneously you get 
to know the characters and the order of showing them 
is decided by their (inter)action level. 

Starting out with the most calm one the audience 
feel at home, recognizing the garment. Continuing 
with more and more expressive pieces and final look, 
Mother Earth, walks the runway and leaves no one dry. 
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Suit, hidden Force
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Invisible Made Visible

PLAY ME PLAY ME

PLAY ME PLAY ME
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Action in (out of) order

If You Like 
Theese

You’ll Love
This

If You Like 
Theese

You’ll Love
This
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Star Force
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T-shirt/Room
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tick tack
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Mother Earth
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4.3 DISCUSSION 

This work aims to start a conversation that did not ex-
ist before.

By telling a Fashion story this work trigger memories 
and in its dramatic being starts an reaction revolving 
in new interactions. The collection clearly discusses 
the impact in material interactions on body, against 
body and in space. 

The initial decision to alternate with all examples and 
focus on the lineup instead of the individuals affected 
the process in many different ways. When working 
like this the feeling that you walk around in circles, 
no matter how hard you work, will be an psycholo-
gical obstacle and it is important to keep your focus. 
However the time spent not working on one example 
was important for reflection and to keep a distance to 
later return with new insights and perspectives. When 
coming back expression may not be as strong as you 
remembered, but by not putting an early ‘finished’ 
label on the example you still have time to tune and 
refine.
This way of working also kept me from being emo-
tionally attached to the pieces. Something that could 
clutter your mind, and make you keep an example in 
the lineup due to your own likings or knowledge of 
how much time it took to make that one example. 

The experience of working with the lineup in Pho-
toshop was mostly good. One can make fast changes 
and alternate between colours and materials and in no 
time you have a completely different scenario or co-
lor scheme. However the gap between sketch and 3d 
becomes quite evident when using this method. The 
conclusion from this way of working is that, yes, Pho-
toshop is an good way to get a hint of what it may look 
like but the true expression can only be by working in 
3d. 

In this work many different materials and techniques 
have been tested and the result ended with seven out-
fits, all made in different materials and techniques. 
This has of course been a very time consuming way 
of working and in retroperspektive one might argue 
that a few selected materials or techniques could have 
been more fitted for the timeframe of this project.
Would the outcome have been stronger if for example 
only the force in heat sensitive yarn would have been 
studied? 

A method that emerged during the process of this 
project was the ‘Wonder Women’ characters, develo-
ped from the design space of this work. 
This was a new way of working for me. To work with 
characters was fun as well as helpful, the decision 
making was much more easy than I have ever expe-
rienced before. The biggest benefit from working with 
a design space is the constraints that the space gives 
you. Constraints that serves as framework and at the 
same time gives you the freedom to do whatever in it, 
knowing you are still in the space. Referring to what 
Bo Westerlund describes in “Design space conceptual 
tool – grasping the design process” (2005).

The narration of this work is important to not only 
communicate force as well as conducting the story 
you are telling with your work. 

The individualistic expression of each example in the 
lineup debates a range of questions. Questions about 
nakedness and the public eye against the female body, 
when is dress? Dancing on the threshold between 
naked and dressed, parts of this collection discuss 
fashion in a political context. In terms of colour this 
collection has a coherent expression that relates to the 
trends of this season. Although the collection is not at 
all commerical its elements could easily be seen as re-
search or base for multiple collections with countless 
possibilities and outcomes. 

As mentioned in the method section, this work is ba-
sed on the act of seeing, observing and experience. 
The presented collection is based on my seeing, obser-
vations and experiences. One way to further develop 
this collection could be to let people from the outsi-
de, maybe not fashion designers, decide what a forced 
interaction is? Or when the body is really present in 
the experiments? This states the significance of the-
se kinds of design problems, where there is no right 
answer. As Buchanan argues in ‘Wicked Problems in 
Design Thinking’ (1995).

In that sense, this project is never finished. The source 
of force is endless, depending on who is looking new 
interactions could be observed and developed to in-
finity.    

Conclusion, when memories awakes and your shoes 
get wet by looking at this collection I state that this 
collection is not about surface, it is an interaction of 
all parties on the body and in the room. 

“Fashion Designers have always been fascinated by the idea of how clothing 
can transform the body, and even the perceived character, of the wearer. 
In fiction this metamorphosis is the province of the superhero, a character 
who symbolizes man's desire to go beyond the boundaries of mortal limi-
tations… Fashion, like the superhero, allows you to dream an escape into 
a world of unfettered imagination.” 

Giorgio Armani, Superheroes Fashion and Fantasy (2008).
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